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The scattering of electromagnetic waves in ferromagnetic substances is investigated with 
account of coupling between elastic waves and magnetic-moment oscillations. It is shown 
that three pairs of lines appear in the scattered-radiation spectrum far from ferroacoustic 
resonance; these are the longitudinal and transverse sound satellites produced by scatter
ing of an electromagnetic wave by elastic oscillations and the magnon satellites due to 
scattering of the wave by spin waves. In the range of not very high frequencies, the inter
action between the electromagnetic wave and magnetic moment fluctuations yield the main 
contribution to the magnon satellite intensity. In the high-frequency range, the main con
tribution to the magnon satellite intensity is due to the interaction between the electromag
netic wave and the oscillations of elastic quantities accompanying the spin wave. In the case 
of a crystal with a large magnetoelastic constant, an important role is played in the scatter
ing of electromagnetic waves by sound in the low frequency range by the interaction of the 
waves with the magnetic moment fluctuations accompanying the sound wave. In this case, the 
intensity of the sound satellites in the ferromagnetic substance differs appreciably from that 
of the sound satellite in the ordinary (nonferromagnetic) crystal. Scattering of electromag
netic waves is studied in the vicinity of the ferroacoustic resonance point. It is shown that, 
in addition to the pair of weak lines, an additional pair of bright lines appears in the reso
nance region of the scattered radiation spectrum. The total intensity of the scattered radia
tion remains unchanged. 

INTRODUCTION 

As is well known, if weakly attenuating oscilla
tions can propagate in any medium, then, upon 
scattering of electromagnetic waves in such a 
medium, sharp maxima appear in the scattered 
radiation spectrum, brought about by the excita
tion (or absorption) of the electromagnetic wave 
by these oscillations. In particular, sound waves 
travelling in the medium lead to the appearance of 
maxima in the scattered-radiation spectrum at 
frequencies which differ from the frequency of the 
incident radiation by the sound frequency-the so
called sound satellites. 

In ferromagnetic crystals, there is another 
branch of characteristic oscillations besides the 
elastic waves-the spin waves (magnons). There
fore, upon scattering of electromagnetic waves in 
such crystals, magnon satellites should appear in 
addition to the sound satellites. The magnon 
satellites should be separated from the funda
mental line by the frequency of the spin wave. The 
possibility of magnon satellites was noted by 

Bass and Kaganov, LtJ who considered the scattering 
of electromagnetic waves by magnetic-moment 
fluctuations. The problem of the scattering of 
electromagnetic waves in ferromagnetic sub
stances has also been treated by Shen and Bloem
bergen. [Z] 

The present research is concerned with the 
scattering of electromagnetic waves in ferromag
netic substances, with account of the coupling be
tween the elastic waves and the magnetic-moment 
fluctuations. Because of this coupling, the spin 
wave in the ferromagnetic material is always ac
companied by oscillations of the elastic quantities; 
therefore, it can be expected that the intensity of 
the magnon satellite is determined in some cases 
by the scattering of the electromagnetic wave by 
the elastic-quantity fluctuations accompanying the 
spin wave (and not by the fluctuations of the mag
netic moment themselves). In fact, we shall show 
that such is the situation in the high-frequency 
region ( w > w0?; -t, where w0 is the frequency of 
homogeneous ferromagnetic resonance and ?; is a 
small parameter characterizing the coupling be-
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tween the elastic and spin waves and is equal to 
~ 10-4 - 10-6 in order of magnitude), while the 
scattering cross section in this region may turn 
out to be several orders larger than that calcu
lated by the formulas of Bass and Kaganov. [i 1 

Similarly, the sound wave in the ferromagnetic 
material is always accompanied by oscillations in 
the magnetic-moment density which, as we shall 
show, make an important contribution to the in
tensity of the sound satellites in the case of a 
crystal with a large value of the magnetoelastic 
constant ( f » 1) in the low frequency region 
( w ::s fwo). 

The elastic and spin branches of oscillations 
of the ferromagnetic substance are especially 
strongly coupled, as is well known, close to the 
point of ferroacoustic resonance (A. Akhiezer, 
Bar'yakhtar, and Peletminskil [aJ). For this rea
son, as is shown in the present work, the charac
ter of the distribution of scattered radiation 
changes materially approaching the resonance 
point. That is, in the case of longitudinal reso
nance, in addition to the two bright lines (sound 
satellites) and two weak lines (magnon satellites) 
four bright lines appear in the scattered radiation 
spectrum; these lines are due to the scattering of 
the electromagnetic waves by the coupled magneto
elastic oscillations. Similarly, in the case of 
transverse resonance, in addition to each of the two 
weak lines, additional bright lines appear in the 
scattered radiation spectrum. In both cases, how
ever, the distribution of scattered radiation 
changes, but the total intensity does not. 

1. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE 
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 

First, we shall obtain the general expression 
for the scattering cross section of electromag
netic waves in magnetically ordered crystals, 
taking into account both the density oscillations of 
the crystal and the magnetic-moment oscillations. 
The oscillations of the electromagnetic quantities 
in the scattered wave satisfy the Maxwell equa
tions: 

1 a 1 a 
rotE'=---(H'+4nM'). rotH'=--D', 

c at c at 

div (H' + 4nM') = 0, div D' = 0., 
( 1) 

where E' and D' are the electric field and the 
electric displacement, H' is the magnetic field, 
and M' the magnetic moment density (the prime 
denotes quantities referring to the scattered 
wave). We are interested in scattering in the high 

frequency region, w » wq. w » sq, where w is 
the frequency of the incident wave and wq and sq 
are the frequencies of the spin or sound waves 
taking part in the scattering. Considering that the 
frequency change in the scattering is small in this 
case, we can connect the oscillations of the elec
tric field and the displacement in the scattered 
wave with the electric field of the incident wave 
E 0 (see, for example, the monograph of Landau 
and Lifshitz:[4J): 

(2) 

where E is the dielectric constant of the crystal 
and OE ij are the fluctuations of the dielectric 
tensor (for simplicity, we shall consider the quan
tity E to be a scalar, not taking into account the 
anisotropy of the dielectric properties of the 
crystal). Noting that the magnetic susceptibility of 
the ferromagnetic material is small when w » wq. 
it is easy to connect the oscillation of the magnetic
moment density in the scattered wave with the 
magnetic field of the incident wave H0: 

aM' jat = g[6M, flo], (3) 

where oM is the fluctuation of the magnetic
moment density and g is the gyromagnetic ratio. 

The relations (2) and (3) together with the Max
well equations (1) allow us to express the oscilla
tions of all the electromagnetic quantities in the 
scattered wave in terms of the amplitude of the 
incident wave and the fluctuations of the dielectric 
constant and the magnetic-moment density of the 
ferromagnetic substance. In particular, we get for 
E' (converting to Fourier components): 

E'=--- k'2 -- e l J 
4niw ( w'2 \ -1 

cz cz J , 
(4) 

J = - ~: ~'6~E0 + ~ {[k'EO](k6M)- [k'k](EOcSM)}, (5)* 

where 7 ij = oij - k'-2 ki, kj, k being the wave 
vector of the incident wave, w' and k' the fre
quency and wave vector of the scattered wave, and 
oE and oM the fluctuations of the dielectric con
stant and the magnetic moment density with fre
quency Llw = w - w' and wave vector q = k- k'. 
The quantity J, which is bilinear in the amplitude 
of the incident wave and in the amplitude of the 
fluctuations, satisfies the role in Eq. (4) of the 
outside current and can be called the current pro
duced by the scattered wave. 

Having expressions (4) and (5) for the field of 
the scattered wave and the current which produces 

*(kk'): k X k'. 
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the scattered wave, we should now compute the in
tensity of the scattered radiation, i.e., the en
trainment of its energy per unit time: 

Q= ~E'(r,t).J(r,t)dr, 

and average this quantity over the fluctuations. 
Taking it into account that the averaged product 
of the fluctuations of the quantities characterizing 
the crystal, (Of ( rl> tt) f ( r 2, t2) ), depends on the 
coordinates and on time only in the combinations 
r1 - r2 and t1 - t2, it is easy to become convinced 
that the scattering intensity averaged over the 
fluctuations, ( Q ), has the form of an integral 
over the wave vectors of the scattered waves. 
Dividing the intensity of the scattering in the fre
quency interval d.w' and into the element of solid 
angle do' by the energy flux density of the inci
dent wave S0 = c ( 47T) -t I E0 x H0 I and by the value 
of the scattering volume V, we find the differen
tial scattering cross section 

d"E. = (VS0)-1d(Q). (6) 

Noting that the current which produces the 
scattered wave (and, consequently, the field of the 
scattered wave) is a sum of two components-a 
component proportional to o€ and a component 
proportional to oM-it is easy to see that the 
quantity d"E. should be the sum of three quantities: 

(7) 

where the quantity d"E.e is bilinear in the ampli
tude of fluctuations of the dielectric constant, the 
quantity d"E.m is bilinear in the amplitude of fluc
tuations of the magnetic moment, and the quantity 
d"E.em is proportional to the product of the fluctua
tions of the dielectric constant and the fluctuations 
of the magnetic moment. 

In the case of unpolarized radiation, the cross 
section for scattering of the electromagnetic waves 
by the fluctuations of the dielectric constant has 
the form 

( 
{O \4 do' dw' 

di.e = --;-} 'ti/ (6eil 6ejm)q, Aro 't!m ( 431:)3 • (8) 

where TZm = ozm - k-2 kz km. The cross section 
for scattering of the electromagnetic waves by the 
oscillations of the magnetic moment is deter
mined by the formula 

d"E.m = g2c-2e{sin2 '1'}k2(6M2)q, Aro + 2 cosftk;k/ 

do'dw' 
X Re (6M;6Mj)q, aro} ~, 

(9) 

where J. is the scattering angle (the angle between 
the vectors k and k'). Finally, the interference 
component dl:em has the form 

do'dw' 
d"E.em = 2gwc-2 [k'k]; Im (6Mi6eu)q,Aro (4:rt) 2 • (10) 

Here ( o€6€), ( oMioMj). and ( oMoE:) are the 
Fourier components of the correlators of the fluc
tuations of the dielectric constant and the mag
netic moment density; for example, 

(MliOMj)q, ao' = ~ exp {- iqr + i.l\oot} (6M; 

X (r!, tt) I'JMi (r2, t2}> dr dt 

(r = rt- r2, t = t1 - t2). 

(We shall not cite here the cumbersome formulas 
for the scattering cross section in the case of 
polarized radiation.) 

2. SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
BY SPIN WAVES 

The relations (7)-(10) express the scattering 
cross section of the electromagnetic waves in a 
magnetically ordered crystal in terms of the 
correlators of the fluctuations of the dielectric 
constant of the crystal and the magnetic-moment 
density. The correlators of the fluctuations of 
quantities which characterize the ferromagnetic 
substance, with account of the coupling between 
the elastic oscillations and oscillations of the 
magnetic moment, were obtained previously by the 
author. [51 It was shown there that the correlators 
have sharp maxima close to the characteristic 
oscillation frequencies of the ferromagnetic mate
rial. The longitudinal and transverse sound waves 
are such characteristic oscillations, far from the 
ferroacoustic resonance point, with a dispersion 
law w = sz q and w = stq, as well as a spin wave 
with dispersion law W = Wq, Where sz( St} iS the 
velocity of longitudinal (transverse) sound and wq 
is the frequency of the spin wave, equal to 

Wq = (QQt)'l•, Qt(q) = gMo(~ + llo/Mo+ a.q2), 

(11) 
Q (q) = gMo(~ + Ho/Mo + 'aq2 + 4:rt sin2 x,), 

M0 is the equilibrium value of the magnetic mo
ment density, H0 the external magnetic field 
(directed along the axis of easy magnetization), a 
the constant of exchange interaction, f3 a constant 
characterizing the anisotropy of the magnetic 
properties of the crystal, and X the angle between 
the wave vector of the spin wave q and the axis of 
anisotropy (the z axis). Because of the presence 
of the sharp maxima in the expressions for the 
correlation functions, sharp maxima also appear 
in the expression for the scattering cross section 
of electromagnetic waves at the frequencies w' 
= W ± szq and W 1 = W ± Stq (longitudinal and trans
verse sound satellites) and at the frequencies 
w' = w ± wq (magnon satellites), where q = k- k' 
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is the change in the wave vector in the scattering. 
We first estimate the relative contribution to 

the intensity of the magnon satellites of each of 
the three components in Eq. (7) for the scattering 
cross section. For this, we note that oE: ~ ouik in 
order of magnitude, where OUik is the fluctuation 
of the deformation tensor. As was shown in [fi], the 
fluctuations of the elastic quantities in the spin 
wave are smaller in order of magnitude by a fac
tor of f0t -t than the fluctuations of the magnetic
moment density, ouik ~ f01 t6M/M 0, where 
6 = f~M~(p 0s 2 )-1 is a small parameter character
izing the coupling between the spin and elastic 
waves (Po is the equilibrium value of the density 
of the crystal, s the sound velocity, 
fo = max{f, 1}, and f the magnetoelastic constant; 
in order of magnitude, 6 ~ 10-4 - 10-6 ). Taking 
it into account that the quantities d~m and d~em 
contain (in comparison with the quantity d~e) 
additional small parameters ( Aw/w )2 and l::i.w/w, 
it is easy to see that the contribution of these 
quantities to the intensity of the magnon satellites 
is proportional respectively to ( fo l::i.w/ wt ) 2 and 
fol::i.w/ wt. Thus, in the region of not very high fre
quencies ( gM 0 « w « f06 -t gM 0) the principal 
contribution to the scattering cross section of the 
electromagnetic waves is made by their interac
tion with the magnetic-moment oscillations, de
scribed by Eq. (9). In the high frequency region 
(w > fo6-1 gMo), the principal role in the scatter
ing is played by the elastic fluctuations; the scat
tering cross section in this case is determined by 
Eq. (8). Finally, in the intermediate region 
( w ~ fot -t gM 0) the contributions to the scattering 
cross section of each of the three components in 
( 7) are of equal order of magnitude. 

We shall first consider the scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves by spin waves in the region of 
not very high frequencies ( gM 0 « w « f06 -t gM 0). 

In this region, as has already been shown, the 
principal role is played by the interaction of the 
electromagnetic wave with the magnetic-moment 
oscillationsY Therefore, substituting the known 
expression for the correlator of the magnetic mo
ment density in Eq. (9) 

l)The scattering of electromagnetic waves by the magnetic 
moment oscillations was studied by Bass and Kaganov; ['] the 
formulas they obtained give the correct order of magnitude for 
the intensity of the magnon satellites for w < f0C'gM 0 ; how
ever, they incorrectly describe the angular dependence of the 
intensity. This is connected with the fact that incorrect ex
pressions were used by the authors for the correlation func
tions of the magnetic moment density. 

(t'JMiMfj)q,m = 2nliiNm + 1lgMoQi;6(ro2 - roq2), (12) 

Q.,.,=!."Jt(q), Q.,11 =Q11.,•=iro~ Q11y=Q(q), 
(12') 

Q.,. = Qzx = Qyz = Qzy = Qzz = 0 
(the y axis is chosen along the normal to the plane 
( q, n); n is a unit vector along the z axis), we 
get 

d}:. = IN~m + 1l'(gk/c)2eli(gM0)2v(k, k')6(~ro2- roq2)do~dro', 

(13) 

v(k,k') = (1- cos'l'tcos9 cos9') (~ + Ho + 4ak2sin2~) 
Mo 2 

n 'l't{ 'l't + 2 sin-2 2 4sin2 'l't sin2 z- sin2 'l't (cos H - cos 9') 2 

+ 2cos 'l'tk--'(n[k, k'])2}. (13') 

Where e ( e I ) iS the angle between the VeCtOr k 
( k') and the z axis, and the frequency of the spin 
wave wq is connected with the wave vector k of 
the incident wave and the angles e, e ', and J by 
the relation 

roq = gMo (~ + !: +4ak2 sin2 :)"'{ ~ + 4n+ !: 
'I'} 'I'} }''• + 4ak2 sin2-z- n sin-22 (cos9- cos 9') 2 • (14) 

The expression for the scattering cross section 
is greatly simplified if either the incident or the 
scattered wave is propagated along the anisotropy 
axis. In this case, 

v(k, k') = sin2 '1't (~ + :: + 4ak2sin2; + 2ncos2f ), 
roq = gMo( ~ + HIJ + 4ak2 sin2 ~)''• ( ~ + Ho + 4ncos2_! 

Mo 2 ' Mo 2 

'I'})''• + 4ak2 sin2 2 . 

We now proceed to the investigation of the 
scattering of electromagnetic waves by spin waves 
in the high-frequency region w > f0t -t gM 0• As has 
already been shown, in this region, the principal 
contribution to the scattering cross section is 
made by the component d~e which characterizes 
the interaction of the electromagnetic waves with 
the fluctuations of the dielectric constant. The 
fluctuations of the dielectric constant are con
nected with fluctuations in the deformation tensor 
(see [4]) by the following relation: 

(15) 

where a 1 and a 2 are constants of order of magni
tude E - 1 (as before, we do not take into account 
the anisotropy of the dielectric properties of the 
crystal). Using the equation of continuity and the 
connection between the tensor Uij and the vector 
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displacement u, this relation is conveniently 
represented in the form 

i ( q;qj ) 6p 1 6eu=-2 cJ1(q;6u/+qi6u;1)- cr1--+cr26ii -,(15) 
q2 'Po 

where op is the density fluctuation and out = ou 
- q -2 q ( q · d) is the fluctuation of the shear vector. 

Substituting (15 1) in (8), we can now express the 
scattering cross section of electromagnetic waves 
in the high-frequency region in terms of the fluc
tuations of the shear vector and the crystal density. 
It turns out here that (in the case of small change 
in the frequency in the scattering process, which 
is the case of interest to us) the scattering cross 
section d1:e is decomposed into a sum of two 
components: 

(16) 

where the quantity d1:c, which is proportional to 
the correlator of the density fluctuations, de
scribes the scattering of the electromagnetic 
waves by the compressional deformations accom
panying the spin wave, and the quantity d1:s, which 
is proportional to the correlator of the fluctuations 
of the vector ut, describes the scattering of the 
electromagnetic waves by the shear deformations 
accompanying the spin wave. After simple trans
formations, we get for the quantities d1:c and 
d1:s 

dL.c= (~r {[~1 (1+cosit)+cr2cosit T+cr22} 

do'dffi' 
X po-2(6p2)q, 6-ro (4Jt)3 , 

( ·(J) \t 0'12 
d'f.s = - 1 - {2k2 sin2 it (6u12)q, 6-ro 

'c' 4 
(17) 

do'dffi' 
-(1-co.sit)(k;+k/)(ki+k/)(6u;16u/)q,6.ro} (4Jt)3. 

We must substitute in these formulas the expres
sions for the density-fluctuation correlator and 
the shear vector at the spin wave: [fi] 

(6p2)q,ro = 2nhiNro + 1lq2 poD6{ffi2 - ffiq 2), 

v·v·* (18) 
(6u;16u/)q,"' = ~~ ~2 2nh INro + 11 p0-1Uc5 (ffi2 - ffiq2)~ 

where 

U = q2gMoQt(q)Mo2 {_!!!l_fcos2 x 
Q12 ( q) 

+[(~+f) sin2 X- f cos2 x]2 }po-1 ( ffiq2- st2q2) -2, 

v = (q cos x- nq)[j cos2x- (B + f)sin2x]- i [nq] 

X (J)qQc1(q)fcosx, 

f is the magnetoelastic constant and X is the angle 
between the vector q and the anisotropy axis. As 
a result, we get 

( ffi )e do1dffi' 
d'f.c=IN6.ro+11 - ehpo-1RcDc5(/t,(J)2 -(J)q2)-(4 )2 , 

' c ' Jt 

( ffi)s do'dffi1 

d'f.s=INAro+11 --;; ehpo-1R.U6(/t,(J)2 -(J)q2) (4Jt)2 (19) 

where the frequency of the spin wave wq is con
nected with the wave vector of the incident wave k 
and the angles (}, (} 1 , and J. by Eq. ( 14): 

Rc = (1- COS it) {[1/20'1 (1 +COS it)+ 0'2 COS '1'}]2 + 0'22}, 

0'12 0'12 it { 
R. = 4sin2it- 4sin22 sin-2x [(~+f)sin2 x- fcos2x)2 

x(cose+cos81 ) 2+k-4 (n{kk1) 2f/ dffi -)2 cos2 xsin-a it} 
~ 2 

X {[(B + f)sin2x- fcos2 xP + (~)2 fco.s2x}-t 
Q1(q) 

and we have substituted the following quantities 
for q and x: 

. it 
q = 2ksm 2 , cos e- cos e' x =arccos 

2sin{it/2) 
(20) 

We now consider the scattering of electromag
netic waves in the intermediate frequency range 
w ~ f0 t; -t gM 0• In this region, the scattering cross 
section is determined by the general formula (7), 
while all three components entering into this for
mula have the same order of magnitude. The 
quantities d1:e and d1:m, which describe the 
scattering of electromagnetic waves by the elastic 
fluctuations and by the fluctuations of the magnetic 
moment, are determined by Eqs. ( 13), ( 16), and 
(19); the interference component d1:em can be 
reduced, by using (15 1), to the form 

d'f.em = g(!)c-2{ crtq;(kk1j Re (6M;6uJ')q, t;,ro 

} do1dffi' 
+ 2crzpo-1 [kk1 Im (6M6p)q,6.ro (4n)2-. 

(21) 

Without writing out here the expressions for the 
correlation functions entering into this relation 
(these correlation functions are not difficult to 
calculate by using the method of [51), we immedi
ately write down the final formula for d1:em: 

d·(J) ( (J) \"' 
d'f.em = IN6.ro + 11--; ~/ eh(gMo)2po-1G6 

do' dffi' 
X {dffi2-ffiq2)~, 

G = 1/ 8 qk-2 sin 2x {qn][kk1]{/crt{ffiq2 - St2q2)-1 

+ 2cr2(~ + 2/- 4n) {ffiq2- sN1·)-1}. 

(22) 

We shall now pause briefly on the subject of 
the relation between the frequency and the direc-
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tion of propagation of the scattered wave. The 6 
function which is contained in Eqs. (13), (19), and 
(22) allows us to find the frequency of the radiation 
scattered in a particular direction if the frequency 
and the direction of propagation of the incident 
wave are known. Using (14), we have for the fre
quency w': 

ro' = ro ± I Aro 1. 
( Ho '6-)''•{ Ho 

IArol =gM0 ~+ Mo +4ak2sin22 ~+ Mo+4n 

(23) 

cS (Aro!- ro 112)-+ rr-12yro11 { (Aro2- ro 112)2+ (2yro11 )2}-1, 

where y is the damping decrement of spin waves. 

3. SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
BY SOUND OSCILLATIONS 

Let us now consider the scattering of electro
magnetic waves by sound oscillations. In the case 
of magnetically ordered crystals, contributions to 
the cross section of this process are made not 
only by the interaction of the electromagnetic 
waves with the density fluctuations and the de
formation tensor, but also by the interaction of 
this wave with the fluctuations of the magnetic 
moment accompanying the sound wave. 

We first estimate the relative contribution to 
the intensity of the sound satellites of each of the 
three components in Eq. (7) for the scattering 
cross section of the electromagnetic wave. For 
this purpose, we note that, as was shown in [5], the 
fluctuations of the magnetic moment in the sound 
wave are equal in magnitude to 6M ~ foMoOUik· 
Taking it into account that the quantities d~m and 
d~em contain (in comparison with the quantity 
d~e) the additional small parameters ( gM 0/ w )2 

and gM 0/w, it is easy to see that the contribution 
of these quantities to the intensity of the sound 
satellites is proportional respectively to 
( f0gM 0/ w )2 and f0 gM 0/ w. Thus, in the case of a 

ferromagnetic substance with a small value of the 
magnetoelastic constant ( f « 1 ), the scattering 
of the electromagnetic wave by the sound oscilla
tions is determined principally by its interaction 
with the fluctuations of elastic quantities, and is 
characterized by the scattering cross section (8). 
In the case of the same ferromagnetic substance 
with a large value of the magnetoelastic constant 
( f » 1) the principal contribution to the intensity 
of the sound satellites in the low-frequency region 
( gM 0 « w ~ fgM 0) can be made by the interaction 
of the electromagnetic wave with the magnetic 
moment fluctuations accompanying the sound 
wave, an interaction which is characterized by the 
scattering cross sections (9) and (10). 

Obviously, for w » f0gM 0, the cross section 
for scattering of electromagnetic waves by sound 
oscillations is determined in the case of a ferro
magnetic crystal by the same relations as in the 
case of an ordinary (not magnetically ordered) 
crystal. This scattering cross section can be found 
by substituting in (17) the well-known expressions 
for the correlators of the fluctuations of the den
sity and the shear vector at the sound waves: 

(24) 

( qiqi) (bait 6u/)q,w = 2nli INw + 11 po-1 ilii- -q2 b (ro2 - St2q2). 

As a result, we get 

d2, = I1Y6.w + 11 (: Yelip0- 1 {Gcb (Aro2- s12q2) 

do'dro' + Gsb (Aro2 - St2q2) }--
(4n)2' 

Gc = (1- cost)) {[ ;(1 +cos a)+ cr2 cos 'fr r+ cr22 }. 

G.= 1j4 a 12 sin2 'fr. (25) 

In the case of a crystal with a large magneto
elastic constant ( f » 1 ), there is, as has already 
been pointed out, a region of frequencies ( gM 0 

« w ~ fgM 0) in which an important contribution to 
the intensity of the sound satellites is made by the 
interaction of the electromagnetic wave with the 
magnetic-moment fluctuations accompanying the 
sound wave. Therefore, in the calculation of the 
scattering cross section of the electromagnetic 
waves in this frequency region, allowance for all 
three components in Eq. (7) may turn out to be 
necessary. The first of these components-the 
quantity d~e-is determined as before by Eq. (25). 
In order to find two other components, one must 
substitute the correlation functions ( 6Mi6Mj), 
(6Mi6ujt) and (6Mi6p) in Eqs. (17) and (21). 
These functions can easily be determined by using 
the relations of [S]. 
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Noting that in the low frequency case of interest 
to us k ::s c-1fgM 0 and, consequently, Wk » sk and 
ak2 « 1, and setting f » 1, we get for the com
ponents of the tensor (6Mi6Mj): 

where X is the angle between the vector q and 
the axis of anisotropy, and the y axis is chosen 
perpendicular to the ( q, n) plane (the remaining 
components of the tensor (6Mi6Mj) are small in 
this case). Substituting (26) in (9) and assuming, 
for simplicity, that either the incident or the 
scattered wave is propagated along the axis of 
anisotropy, we find for the scattering cross sec
tion d2:m: 

d2:m =I N.~ro + 11 g2k~c-2eli.f2Mo2po-1 

X {G16(~w2 - s12q2)+ G16(~w2 - St2q2)}do' dw', 

'flo {( Ho it \-z G1 =2sin2-sin4'{} ~+-+4ncos2-; co:s2 it 
2 Mo 2 

( H )-z it} 
+ ~ + ;o sin2 2 • 

-tt ( Ho -tt )-2 
G1 = 2 sin22 sin4 it ~ + Mo + 4:rt CO:S22 · 

(27) 

In estimating the role of the interference com
ponent in the scattering cross section d2:em• we 
note that, in accord with (21), this component is 
determined by the real part of the correlator 
(6Mi6ujt) and the imaginary part of the correlator 
(6Mi6p ). On the other hand, it follows from the 
relations of [5] that when sq « wq the components 
proportional to f2 in the correlator ( 6Mi ou/) are 
purely imaginary, while those in the correlator 
(6Mi6p) are purely real. Thus the quantity d2:em 
(in contrast with the quantity d2:m) makes no ap
preciable contribution to the intensity of the sound 
satellites even in the low frequency region; there
fore, we shall not write down the expression for 
d2:em here. 

We pause briefly on the subject of the relation 
between the frequency and the direction of propa
gation of the scattered wave. The 6 functions 
contained in Eqs. (25) and (27) permit us to find 
the frequencies of the waves scattered in a definite 
direction. It is easy to see that four waves are 
propagated at any given angle J. to the direction 
of the incident wave, with frequencies 

w'=w±2s1ksin(il/2), w'=w+2stksin(it/2). (28) 

(Account of the anisotropy of the elastic proper
ties of the crystal, which removes the degeneracy 
between the two transverse sound waves with un
like polarizations, leads to splitting of each of the 
transverse sound satellites into two.) 

Thus, far from the ferroacoustic resonance, 
three pairs of lines appear in the spectrum of 
radiation scattered in the ferromagnetic substance: 
magnon, longitudinal sound, and transverse sound 
satellites. Comparing Eqs. (25) and (27) with the 
relations obtained in the previous section for the 
cross section for scattering of the electromag
netic wave by spin waves, it is easy to see that in 
the low frequency region gM 0 « w < gsp01/ 2, the 
magnon satellites have a greater intensity than the 
sound satellites, while in the high frequency region 
w > gsp 01/2 the sound satellites are characterized 
by the greater intensity. 

4. SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WAVES IN THE VICINITY OF FERRO
ACOUSTIC RESONANCE 

We now proceed to study the scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves near the point of ferroacoustic 
resonance. We first note that the ferroacoustic 
resonance can appear in the scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves only in the high frequency 
region. In fact, from the resonance condition wq 
- sq, it follows that q > s - 1gM 0; therefore, the 
frequency of the incident wave should satisfy the 
inequality w > gM 0c/s. Using Eqs. (7)-(10), and 
recognizing that, as shown in [5], oM ~ sp 0112ouij• 
close to the ferroacoustic resonance it is easy to 
see that in the region of frequencies w > gM 0c/s 
the principal contribution to the scattering cross 
section of the electromagnetic waves is made by 
the interaction of these waves with the fluctuations 
of the density and the shear vector, an interaction 
characterized by the scattering cross section (17). 

In the vicinity of the point of longitudinal ferro
acoustic resonance (I wq- szql ::s t11 2 wq) two 
branches of coupled magnetoacoustic oscillations 
with frequencies w± are propagated, in place of 
the spin and longitudinal sound waves in the ferro
magnetic material; here 

w±2 = 1fz(wqz + 81zq2) + 1/z{ (wq2- 81zqz)z 

+ Q1gMo3p0 1q2 sin2 2x,(~ + 2/- 4n) 2}"•. 
(29) 

There are great fluctuations of the density of the 
crystal in these waves; the correlation function 
for these fluctuations has the form [5] 

' 
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Substituting this expression in the first of Eqs. 
(17), we get 

d'2:. = ; IN .1-w + 11 (; /elipo-1Gc{6 (6.w2- W+2) 

do' do:/ 
+6(f1w2-w_Z)}--. (31) 

(4:rt)2 

Comparing this formula with Eq. (25), we see that 
each of the longitudinal sound satellites is split, 
on approaching the point of longitudinal ferro
acoustic resonance, into two lines of equal inten
sity. 

In the vicinity of the point of transverse ferro
acoustic resonance (lwq- stql ::'0 ~; 11 2wq), three 
branches of coupled magnetoacoustic oscillations 
are propagated with frequencies stq and w 1, 2, in 
place of the spin and transverse sound waves in 
the ferromagnetic substance; here 

Wt~ = 1/z ( Wq2 + St2q2) ± 1/z{ ( Wqz- St2q2)2 +4TJgMo3po-1q2}'1•, 

'TJ = ~~d(~ +f) sin2 x- j cos2 xP + Qj2 cos2 X· (32) 

There are large fluctuations of the components of 
the shear vector in these waves; the correlation 
function for these fluctuations has the form [fi] 

(6u;t 6u/ )q . ., = ~ li IN.,+ 1 I po-1 ({jii- q;qi \) {6 ( wz- w12) 
2 q2 

+ 26 ( w2 - s12q2 ) + 6 (w2 - Wz2)}. ( 33) 

Substituting this expression in the second of Eqs. 
(17), we get 

d'2:. = ~ IN.1.w+ 11 c;Yenpo-1G.{6(6.w2 -w12) 

do' dw' ( 
+ 26 (f1w2- 81zq2) + {) (f1w2 _ w22) }--. 34) 

(4:rt)2 

Comparing this formula with Eq. (25), we see that, 
in place of a single pair (or two pairs in the pres
ence of anisotropy in the elastic properties of the 
crystal) of transverse sound satellites, three pairs 
of satellites appear in the spectrum of the scat
tered radiation on approaching the point of trans
verse ferroacoustic resonance. As in the case of 
transverse resonance, the summary intensity of 
the satellites is not changed in this case. So far 
as the brightness of the individual satellites is 
concerned, the brightnesses of the lines with fre
quencies w ± wt> w ± Stq and w ± w 2 are related 
to one another as 1: 2: 1. 

If we take into account the damping of the mag
netoelastic waves, then the o-functions in rela
tions (31) and (34) are replaced by the expressions 

6 (.1w2- WJ2)-+ n-12yiwi{ (6.w2 - wl) 2+ (2y;wi) 2}-1• 

where Wj is one of the frequencies of the magneto
elastic waves ( w1, 2, stq, w±) and Yj is the damp
ing decrement of the corresponding wave. Noting 

that the gap between the magnetoelastic satellites 
is of the order of ~;11 2wq, it is easy to see that a 
change takes place in the character of the distri
bution of scattered radiation as one approaches 
the point of ferroacoustic resonance in the case of 
a sufficiently small damping of the magnetoelastic 
waves, Yj < ~;11 2 wq. If Yj 2: ~;11 2 wq, then the 
satellites with frequencies w + w+ and w + w_ (or 
alternatively) satellites with frequencies w - w+ 
and w - w_; w + w1 and w + w2, etc.) are super
imposed on one another; in this case, the scatter
ing cross section is determined by the same 
formulas as in the nonresonant region. 

We now consider briefly the conditions for the 
observation of ferroacoustic resonance by means 
of the angular and spectral distribution of the 
radiation scattered in the ferromagnetic material. 
As has already been noted, for scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves by spin waves, the change in 
frequency I t::.w I is uniquely determined by the 
direction of propagation of the scattered wave (for 
a given frequency and direction of propagation of 
the incident wave); the value of I ~w I as a func
tion of the angles e, e', and~ is given in this case 
by Eq. (23). In the scattering of electromagnetic 
waves by sound, the change in frequency is con
nected (according to (28)) with the scattering angle 
by the relation I ~w I = 2ks sin(~/2), where 
s = sz ( s = st) in the case of longitudinal (trans
verse) sound. 

In order that the phenomenon of ferroacoustic 
resonance appear in the scattering of electromag
netic waves, it is necessary that the conditions 
(23) and (28) be satisfied simultaneously, or, more 
exactly, that the relation 

I sq) F == \ Ulq = 2 (ks) 2(1- cos 'l't) (gM0)-2 

( H 'l't )-t { Ho 
X ~ + - 0 + 4ak2 :sin2- X ~ + - + 4:rt 

Mo 2 Mo 

'\'} '\'} }-1 
+ 4ak2 sin2-- :rt sin-2-(co.s e- cos 6') 2 

2 2 
(35) 

be different from unity by a quantity of the order 
of ~;11 2 , F = 1 + 0(?;112 ). 

In particular, if either the incident or the 
scattered wave is propagated along the axis of 
anisotropy and k < s ( agM 0 ) - 1, then the scattering 
angle ~ should be close to the angle ~0 ( k), where 

'l'to(k)=arccos(ks)L 1/zgMo2(~ + Ho/Mo) (~ + Ho/Mo + 2:rt) 
(ks) 2 + (gMo) 2:rt (~ + Ho/Mo) 

In the general case of arbitrary angles e and 
e', for observation of the ferroacoustic resonance 
it is necessary that the angle of scattering be 
close to the angle ~ 0 (k, e, 8'). In this case, the 
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angle Jo is determined from the equation F = 1, 
where the function F is given by Eq. (35). A 
change in the character of the distribution of 
scattered radiation takes hlace in a narrow range 
of angles J =J0 {1 + 0(1;" 1 2 )} and the change in 
frequency 

I A w I = 2ks sin go { 1 + 0 ( ~'f,)}, 
therefore, for the discovery of this effect, a reso
lution in the scattering angle of ~ 0.01 J 0 is 
necessary, as well as a resolution in the frequency 
of ~ 0. 0 1 I L'lw I . 

In conclusion, the authors express their grati
tude to V. G. Bar'yakhtar and V. V. Eremenko for 
useful discussions. 
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